R.E.
In R.E. this term, we will be looking
firstly at where, how and why do
people worship. Followed by what is
the Trinity and why is it important?
Science
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In Science we will be learning about human digestion, naming the parts and learning about
their functions. The function and care of teeth in
humans and animals. Followed by living things
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and their habitats, where will be focussing on how
we can classify different animals and recognise
changes that happen within their environment.

Home Learning Tasks
Choose one from the following to complete at some
point in the term;


Design a Roman Mosaic or Roman Shield.



Create your own Roman God.



Bake a Roman Recipe, share pictures with the
class on dojo.



Research and learn a Roman dance.

Share your work on class dojo!

Every Road
Leads to Rome

Year 4 Reminders

What do Year 4 want to learn?

PE: PE lessons are on a Monday and a Friday Please en-

What weaponry

Why did the

sure your child has appropriate footwear and a dark

Romans invade

coloured tracksuit for outdoor lessons. Please be

Britain?

reminded that jewellery is not allowed to be worn.

did the Romans
use?

Reading: Please could you continue to listen to your
child read regularly at home (at least 3 times per week).

How did the

Thank you.

Romans

Spellings: Weekly spellings will be sent home every Mon-

cook their

day. Please ensure your child brings in their Spelling

food?

folder daily. The children can access spelling shed at

clearly named.
In English this half term we will be reading ‘ Escape
From Pompeii’ by Christina Balti. The children will
write a narrative exploring the emotions of living in

methods for number operations and word problems. We
will also be learning our tables. We would expect the
children to be practising these as part of their homework
every week on ‘Times tables Rockstars’

eat?

Every Road
How did

What are

Romans

the pictures

travel?

on Roman
pottery?
What did the Romans
wear?

Firework Maker’s Daughter’ by Phillip Pullman. Based
In maths we will be learning about place value, written

Romans

the

Pompeii. Later on in the term we will be reading ‘The
upon this we will be writing an adventure story.

the

Leads to Rome

home also. See password in their learning logs.
Belongings: Please ensure your child’s belongings are

What did

How are
mosaic floors
made?

Where did the
Ancient Romans
come from?

